Impressive Drubbing for Tufts Eleven Result of Frosch Activity Saturday

Showing an undeniably fine line and a fast, powerful attack the week before last, when the Tufts eleven at the Engineers' field Saturday afternoon, both from the Tufts 1926 eleven on and. The freshmen line was considerably heavier than the Engineers, and time after time they could plow. The freshmen backfield, consisting of Deaky, Hare, Hussey, and Folsom, gave so much ground to the Engineers. The entering 24 to 10 in the Stadium Saturday afternoon, was only five " a T T "

Team Appears Faster Than Soph

In the third period, the freshmen gave as good as they got, but another tally when Charlie Blouke in-tercepted the ball and ran it back thirty yards, only to be called back for an offside. Callahan for the goal line in the same period after scooping up a loose ball, and made a successful attempt to use the sky line, was then put back, and finally resorted to a recursion of forwards, but none of them was completed, due to the effective work of the secondary defense of the home eleven.

Real DuPont was particularly ac-tive in breaking up passes and for-marines, and it was hardly due to him that several times near the goal. Bill John-son, rt ------------------------ It, Petts Harrison, rt ------------------------ It, Petts

In order to reduce our stock before the Thanksgiving holidays, we are offering wholesale prices on our entire stock of Athletic Goods. This is a rare opportunity to purchase quality athletic equipment at a discount. We encourage all coaches, athletes, and individuals looking to upgrade their equipment to take advantage of this sale. Whether it's shoes, uniforms, or other athletic gear, we have it all at affordable prices. Don't miss out on this exciting opportunity to save on your athletic needs.

What President Harding Thinks of President Stratten

—Herbert Hoover's exclusive statement.

—Exclusive opinions of nine university presidents.

The First Authorized Interview with Dr. Stratten

—obtained October 6, 1922, in Washington. This interview is fully protected by copyright and will not appear elsewhere without special permission of the Review.

—Read his views on limitation of numbers, athletics and student activities. How he is against a separate graduate school; favors industrial co-operation and DORMITORIES.
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